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Problem Statement

Dynamically create per-user network services whose behavior can be analyzed with respect to safety of the active network and progress of the composite computation.

• Analyze safety by formal methods
• Create dynamic services by composition and

Tension between network safety and programmability

• Network is protected
• Users can create dynamic services and

active network and progress of the composite computation behavior can be analyzed with respect to safety of the

Dynamically create per-user network services whose
Approaches towards Composition

- Turing-complete language
- Object-oriented composition
- Software bus — POLYLITH
- Event-driven framework — *micro-protocols* in *x*-kernel

![Diagram of composition mechanisms](#)

Figure 1: Composition Mechanisms
None are Perfect!

- Application structure is fixed — Object-oriented, POLYLITH
- Variable function signature — POLYLITH, micro-protocols
- Formal properties lay entirely on provable properties of code modules — in all cases

Need active software interconnect
- implements run-time composition framework
- can be used to assert provable node properties
LIANE — A formal composition framework

- Underlying program — supplied by node provider
- Processing slots — localizes user code
- Injected programs — selected, provided by users

Restrictions and obligations of injected code
Formal transformation technique to form composite program
Figure 2: Example Underlying Program with Processing Slots
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Used to implement AN-SIM

AN-SIM nodes simulate composition using LIANE

Ongoing work on UNITY model